EXPLORE AND DRAW

NGV International

Name: ________________________________

Date: ________________________________

Suitable for Ages 3+
Welcome

What can you see through the water wall?

wiggly  wet  wonderful  water  wavy  wobbly  waterfall  window  wash  welcome
Great Hall gaze Lie on your back in the Great Hall, gaze at the famous stained-glass ceiling. Fill the diagram with shapes you can see and colour them in at home.

What colours can you see? Fill in the missing letters below:

_ _ een       r _ d       bl _       _ ello _      p _ rpl _
Painting, drawing, photograph, print

Draw a picture using ideas you have seen today.
Don’t forget to give your artwork a title.

Title: ___________________________________________
Dress the model

- hat
- cape
- shawl
- shirt
- pants
- skirt
- shoes
- vest
- scarf
- collar
- wig
What is on the plinth?

- glass
- ceramic (clay)
- metal
- wood
- plastic
- stone
Will it stand or will it float?

Design a sculpture for the moat.